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Abstract: LinguaSnapp is a smartphone application developed to support documentation of linguistic land-

scapes, especially in multilingual urban settings. Since its launch in Manchester in 2016, bespoke versions

have also been created for Melbourne, Jerusalem, St Petersburg and Hamburg. We describe the rationale and

the operational setup behind the app, and provide examples of how the documentation facility can support

analyses pertaining to the relation between language repertoire and spatial demarcations, and how it can be

used in public engagement.
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1 Introduction
This paper introduces the smartphone application LinguaSnapp, an innovative tool for documenting and

analysing linguistic landscapes. The study of linguistic landscapes (LL) – language use on street signs, com-

mercial signs, posters or other texts in the public space – has attracted increasing cross-disciplinary interest.

LL research has developed from an early focus on counting and documenting written languages and scripts

(e.g. Rosenbaum et al. 1977; Wenzel 1996; Landry and Bourhis 1997; Backhaus 2007), through a focus on sig-

nage as representing and negotiating power relations (Spolsky and Cooper 1991; Scollon and Scollon 2003;

Ben-Rafael et al. 2006), and on to approaches that take into consideration multiple ways of meaning-making

in what have come to be known as semiotic landscapes (e.g. Jaworski and Thurlow 2010). Studies have dealt

with the way in which language signs, in interaction with other semiotic resources, can play a role in organ-

ising and regulating space (Leeman and Modan 2009; Jaworski 2014). There has been an increasing focus on

ethnographically oriented approaches (Blommaert 2013) with recent work exploring language choice in the

LL as a reflection of multilingual repertoire management (Matras et al. 2018).

This paper shows how the mobile application LinguaSnapp can be used for collecting and analysing

LL. The following section introduces LinguaSnapp as a tool to explore LL. We then draw on examples from

Manchester and Jerusalem to show how LinguaSnapp allows for large-scale data collection, and facilitates

an exploration of the complex forms and functions of multilingual signs and inter-relations between signs,

people and space. Our contribution also addresses the challenges of using a digital tool for LL research, as

pilot employment of LinguaSnapp’s analytical descriptors prompts us to reflect on categorisations, offering

an opportunity to re-think those in the context of the complex reality of urban multilingualism. We then

discuss how LinguaSnapp can be tailored to individual cities and in that way allow local branding, before

we introduce LinguaSnapp as a tool for engagement and discuss future directions. Our aim is to show how

LinguaSnapp can provide new insights into the distribution of languages on signs, and how it can help for-

ward our understanding of themultilingual city, and help re-shape the study of LL andmultilingualismmore

widely.
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2 The LinguaSnapp application
While early research relied on fieldnotes (Rosenbaum et al. 1977) and analogue cameras to document LL

(Spolsky and Cooper 1991), studies from the 1990s onwards have used digital cameras to facilitate the col-

lection of larger quantities of pictures. Researchers have called for the development of methods to facilitate

comprehensive surveys of larger areas (Blackwood 2015; Soukup 2016), to allow further exploration of the

complex relations between LL and space (Lou 2016). In 2015, the University of Manchester’s Multilingual

Manchester research unit together with the University’s Research IT department developed LinguaSnapp, a

smartphone application to record and map LL. LinguaSnapp is the first app that engages researchers and

students across universities, schools, voluntary sector organisations and the wider public in documenting

LL. The app is publicly available for free download from Apple AppStore and Google Play Store.

LinguaSnapp has three components. Smartphone users can use themobile app to take photos of signs

and insert analytical descriptors (Figures 1 and 2).

For each photographed LL-item, users can add information on language use, content, and context. These

analytical descriptors accompany the image alongside automatically generatedGPS-coordinates that capture

the location coordinates where the photo was taken, as well as the date and time the imagewas created. After

taking an image, the user assigns it a name and is then able to save it or to immediately upload it together

with the accompanying information onto the LinguaSnapp online database, LinguaSnapp’s second com-

ponent. Here, the editing interface is accessible to registered users – the Multilingual Manchester research

team and other appointed editors (e.g. students and researchers from partner institutions) for moderation.

Editors check images for relevance and appropriateness, and analytical data for accuracy, and they may add

analytical descriptors and translations to ensure consistency and completeness. Registered researchers and

students can download selected image metadata and analytical data to a spreadsheet.

Figure 1: LinguaSnapp app main menu.
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Figure 2: LinguaSnapp app “Context” menu.

LinguaSnapp’s third component is the publicly accessible interactive onlinemap, which visualises the
geographical distribution of images once they have been approved (Figure 3).

Users can filter searches by selected descriptors. Signs and analytical data can be viewed individually in

their geographical location (Figures 4 and 5), or as part of a pattern of spatial distribution of selected features.

LinguaSnapp integrates the Google Streetview function, enabling users to view images in their surround-

ing landscape.

To meet copyright requirements related to the publication of images, LinguaSnapp users are asked to

agree to LinguaSnapp terms and conditions upon registration. Users consent to waiving the copyright over

images in favour of The University of Manchester. As LinguaSnapp operates on a non-commercial basis, pho-

tographing written texts in the public domain does not (at least in the UK) pose any substantial problems

to data collection (UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988). LinguaSnapp photos must be approved by

authorised researchers before they are made publicly visible, ensuring that intellectual property rights are

not violated and ethical standards are met, and protecting LinguaSnapp from misuse.

LinguaSnapp’s analytical descriptors can be added immediately by using the app on the user’s phone

or, for registered users, via the editor interface on the online database. The framework is designed to capture

themulti-modal complexity of semiotic functions andpatterns, combiningReh’s (2004) theory of information

arrangement with Scollon and Scollon’s geosemiotic (2003) and Blommaert’s (2013) ethnographic-historical

approach.¹

The category “Language” identifies the number of languages and alphabets, and the languages and

alphabets themselves. The user can select options from a menu, or type in a language name in the field

“Other”. Accompanying the language name is a text field in which a translation can be entered, if necessary,

1 See Gaiser and Matras (2016a) for a full description and illustration of LinguaSnapp’s analytical descriptors.
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Figure 3: LinguaSnapp interactive map.

Figure 4: Individual photo entry on LinguaSnapp map.
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Figure 5: Information for individual photo entry on map.

separately for each language text that appears on the sign. Thenext category of descriptors targets “Context”.
The user can identify the Position of the sign (e.g. Building: Outdoors; Building: Indoors; Signpost; etc.) and

the Sign Type (e.g. Printed poster; Leaflet; Handwritten note; etc.). The Outlet inwhich the sign is displayed is

identified through a list of options (e.g. Residential; Restaurant; Bakery/butcher; Community centre; Street

sign; Public transport vehicle; etc.). This is followed by a general descriptor of the sign’s Content, captur-

ing the communicative or informational value of the text (e.g. Outlet name; Product information; Religious/

political message; etc.). Further contextual information addresses visual features (Icon/logo; Product image/

Service image).

The final set of descriptors is referred to as “Analysis”; it captures thedistribution andpurpose of the sign
as well as the relationship among languages. Categories include the Sector of the outlet displaying the mes-

sage: “Public sector” (top-down) signs are texts authored by or on behalf of government or public agencies

and institutions, e.g. traffic signs. “Private sector” (bottom-up) signs are texts authored by businesses and

private individuals, ranging from commercial shop signs to handwritten notes. “Voluntary sector” signs are

texts put up bynon-profit organisations such as religious or cultural institutions. Further Analysis descriptors

capture the role of language choice in Audience Selection (exclusive; inclusive), the Language Purpose (com-

municative; emblematic), theMessage Function (recruitment; public statement; etc.), the Language Arrange-

ment (duplicating; fragmentary; overlapping; complementary), and any indication of the Visual Dominance

of one language over another on the sign (position; font size; colour; quantity; other).

Most LinguaSnapp descriptors offer a choice of variables; categories can be added during the analysis. In

cases where categories are not mutually exclusive, the software allows for multiple selections. A Comments

box is used to add any notes that might be relevant for the analysis as well as comments from observations

and conversations with local actors.

The complexity of the systemof descriptors and its anchoring in the research literature on linguistic land-

scapes means that LinguaSnapp functions primarily as a tool for individuals with some level of specialised

training, rather than as a social enterprise for amateurs. In this regard, it is not a popularisation of so-called

“citizen science” but rather a more ambitious endeavour to actually immerse users in the analytical reflec-

tions that the categorisations require. Thus, most users so far have been undergraduate and postgraduate

students who have received training on how to use the app as part of taught courses at the universities of
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Manchester, Melbourne, St Petersburg and Hamburg, or researchers. However, programmes have also been

carried out to introduce the app to school children as part of targeted outreach sessions, where pupils work

togetherwith researchers to collect and annotate data.While users need to register, giving the site administra-

tors access tousernumbers andanability to identify contributionsby individual users, as amatter of principle

LinguaSnapp does not track contributors, and does not collect any personal data on users with the exception

of voluntary subscription via email to a mailing list. Nor have we found it purposeful to advertise publicly

the number of images uploaded either by individual users, or for individual locations, or for the resource as a

whole. A visual impression of the number of images can be gained from a look at the individual LinguaSnapp

maps online; at the time of writing this averages between 2000 and 3000 authorised images for the principal

research sites so far (Manchester, Jerusalem, Melbourne, Hamburg and St Petersburg). They were collected

for each of the locations by around 100 contributors so far, mainly students, while for Jerusalem fieldwork

was carried out by the MLM team of researchers.

3 Assessing the spatial construction of civic identities
In this section we show how LinguaSnapp and its interactive map are effective tools for identifying language

clusters and spatial demarcations across sectors, as well as networking practices that transcend space.

3.1 Spatial clustering and distribution of languages

Jerusalem is a multilingual city, as well as a linguistically divided city, where Arabic can be considered to

be the majority or dominant language in the East, and Hebrew the dominant language in the West. Both

languages have official status, while English is widely used both in the commercial sector and in signs that

provide geographical orientation and information on key public services such as transport and emergency

services. Figures 6–8 reproduce LinguaSnapp maps for the distribution of Arabic and Hebrew on signs.²

Figure 6: Distribution of Hebrew in Jerusalem’s LL.

2 From LinguaSnapp Jerusalem: http://www.linguasnappjlem.manchester.ac.uk.
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Figure 7: Distribution of Arabic in Jerusalem’s LL.

Figure 8: Distribution of Hebrew and Arabic in Jerusalem’s LL; orange: Hebrew +potentially additional languages other than
Arabic; blue: Arabic +potentially additional languages other than Hebrew; purple: Hebrew & Arabic +potentially additional
languages; for full distribution of all documented languages see online map. http://www.linguasnappjlem.manchester.ac.uk.

While both languages are present across the city’s LL, the “majority status” of Hebrew inWest Jerusalem

and of Arabic in East Jerusalem is reflected in the bottom-up LL. In top-down signs, Hebrew and Arabic, and
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Hebrew and English are present across the city’s LL, occasionally all integrated into tri-lingual signage (e.g.

traffic signs). The use of these languages on public signs can be seen as an official acknowledgment of diverse

participation in space. The use of Arabic in West Jerusalem might be seen both as a gesture of inclusion and

as a way to ensure access. English is present on bottom-up signs in both East and West Jerusalem.

For Manchester, we have shown previously how the co-presence and juxtaposition of languages in the

LL sub-divides neighbourhoods at the symbolic level (Gaiser and Matras 2016a). For example, the distribu-

tion and clustering of language signs along one particular street in North Manchester organises space into

contrasting commercial zones, with Urdu dominating in a southern sector and Polish to the north (Gaiser

and Matras 2016a: 57f.). The LL demarcates the areas frequented by different communities and maintains

symbolic boundaries of “spatial practices” (Lefebvre 1991).

One of theworld’s first industrial cities, Manchester’s social fabric has been shaped by immigration since

the mid-19th century. The city has continued to attract new generations of immigrants and is now home to

some 200 languages (Matras and Robertson 2015), the largest language groups being Urdu/Panjabi, Chinese,

Arabic, Polish, Bengali, Somali and Kurdish.

The LinguaSnapp corpus for Manchester is, with over 2,200 images at the time of writing, currently the

largest corpus of LL in an individual city that is publicly available, closely followed by the LinguaSnapp sis-

ter corpora for Melbourne, Jerusalem, St Petersburg and Hamburg. The collection of images for Manchester

features some 50 different languages with more than a dozen scripts. Manchester’s LL reflects the promi-

nence of Urdu, Chinese, Arabic, and Polish as the largest community languages. The LinguaSnapp count

reflects, of course, only data that were actively collected; but the top languages recorded are also among the

Figure 9: Distribution of Chinese signs in Manchester.
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top languages in the School Census of 2015, the Census of 2011, and the languages requested for interpreter

services at Manchester’s GP practices (Gaiser and Matras 2016b).

The city’s superdiverse character is reflected primarily through private signage. Language choice on pri-

vate signs, by and large, reflects the residential patterns of Manchester’s migrant communities. Furthermore,

there is a correlation between language choice and types of business (see Gaiser and Matras 2016a).

Chinese in Manchester’s LL is an example of spatial clustering, and at the same time widespread spatial

distribution (Figure 9).

Chinese appears as part of a densely concentrated “Chinese space” in the city centre’s Chinatown (1),

along Oldham Road (2), and around the University (3). These areas are home to, or are frequented by, Chi-

nese speakers who use the language for communication. The public display of the in-group language may be

seen as the community’s “claim to ownership and legitimate presence and belonging” to the neighbourhoods

(Blommaert and Huang 2010: 10).

Additionally, Chinese shows an isolated presence on signage of takeaway outlets scattered across the

city. Here, patterns of language use suggest emblematic purposes rather than a need to convey information

or content (Figure 10). Typically, English is used for communicative content, and Chinese characters merely

offer translations of the outlet names. Exploiting the association of Chinese language with authentic Chinese

food, Chinese characters are oriented towards wider audiences as a brand that is recognised across language

communities.

Hebrew is tightly concentrated in the LL of some neighbourhoods in North Manchester (Figure 11).

It differs from the clustering of Chinese in that it is used in the public space primarily for emblematic

purposes.

The signs are oriented towards community values and show no outwards-reaching focus. Hebrew is nor-

mally connectedwith religious contexts, usedon façades and inside synagogues and Jewish educational insti-

tutions. This ceremonial use is replicated in private domains: Hebrew appears on signs of Jewish-owned busi-

nesses serving the community (see Gaiser and Matras 2016a: 82f.). Symbolic use of Hebrew in Manchester’s

LL can be found also in neighbouring residential areas, where private homes show Hebrew/Yiddish name-

plates on their doors (Figures 12 and 13). The signs do not serve any communicative function, as indicated by

the consistent use of English for any information relevant to out-group audiences, such as the notice “no free

newspapers” (Figure 13).

Figure 10: Chinese takeaway sign (“Golden city”).
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Figure 11: Distribution of Hebrew signs in Manchester.

Figure 12: Distribution of Hebrew name signs in North Manchester.

While Hebrew does not serve any informational purpose on these signs,³ it expresses the LL-actors’ affil-

iation with their Jewish heritage and reinforces a sense of community identity. This collective assertion of

identity through language use has a demarcating effect and serves to claim ownership of space.

3 Inside community institutions, both Hebrew and Yiddish take on communicative functions (see Gaiser and Matras 2016a;

Matras et al. 2018).
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Figure 13: Hebrew name signs on private doors in North Manchester.

3.2 Networks that transcend place

Another way of organising space through LL-signs is the construction and promotion of social networks.

Individuals put up signs in different outlets in the neighbourhood, inter-connecting these places. A Pak-

istani mortgage company posted their English-Urdu sign in several, also Pakistani-owned outlets in a South

Manchester neighbourhood. Theposter (Figure 14) addresses the “Pakistani community” through the visually

prominent use of Urdu, but English rather than Urdu serves for communication.

The Urdu text is a transliteration of the English wordmortgage. Unless readers understand English, they
will not be able to access any detailed information about the services. The Urdu script serves emblematic

functions: it situates sign authors in relation to passers-by, and singles out Pakistani readers, creating an in-

group discourse. In the distribution of the poster, sign-writers targeted places that use Urdu on their signage,

thus remainingwithin and promoting existing community circles aswell as recognised spatial boundaries. In

this way, the posters create and reinforce a spatial network of communication. In an interview, the sign owner

reported that he was not, in fact, a speaker of Urdu, but relied on a family relation to obtain the translitera-

tion, and that his motivation for doing so was to flag “authenticity” (as someone of South Asian background)

in order to gain the trust of potential customers.

Spatial networks can also be established across neighbourhoods. Examples are Russian “lamppost

notices” (Figure 15) across Jerusalem (Figure 16).
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Figure 14: English-Urdu poster in Manchester (“mortgage”).

Figure 15: Russian lamppost notices in Jerusalem (“Association ‘kind people’ invites for a series of practical exercises ‘high
music’, key to gain physical and mental health. Free entry”).

These notices are generally put up by actors who came to Jerusalem as part of a wave of Russian immi-

gration since the early 1990s. Their distribution across various places creates a “lamppost network”, which

signals actors’ participation in a network-based community of practice that is not tied to a specific location of

stable outlets but has nevertheless become part of the landscape of the city. Such networks of inter-connected
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Figure 16: Distribution of Russian lamppost notices in Jerusalem.

signs, distributed across recognised spatial units, creates a collectivity effect that relies on mobility routines

and social contacts rather than on physical clustering.

4 Using digital tools for LL research: opportunities and challenges
We have shown how LinguaSnapp can facilitate systematic, large-scale collection and analysis of LL-images.

Our analyses benefit from the availability of the digital tool to assess location, distribution frequency, and

co-occurrence of features. LinguaSnapp’s combination of imagery, geo-location, link to on-site street-view,

and searchable index of descriptors make it a dynamic resource that is suitable for capturing the complexity

of publicly written language and the web of interactions that it represents. The application and its interac-

tive map facilitate the identification and geographical distribution of languages in the LL, helping to identify

clusters and outliers.

LinguaSnapp’s originality and innovation lie in its reliance on analytical descriptors. The app allows

users to collect and work with LL data in a way that facilitates a combination of quantitative and qualitative

methods in LL research (see Gaiser and Matras 2016a). LinguaSnapp’s analytical descriptors allow users to

focus on selected features – of individual signs or across signs – in a systematic way.

LinguaSnapp is also the first crowd-sourcingdevice used to investigate LL. Engagingmembers of the pub-

lic in collecting data and sharing data with other researchers reduces the “dependence on the researchers’
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own pictures” (Pavlenko 2010: 133), also allowing the mapping of LL to extend beyond pre-determined sur-

vey areas. Including “ordinary” sign readers in documenting the LL allows for the possibility to discover

unexpected correlations and outliers. This lessens the impact of subjectivity in data collection and goes at

least a step toward mitigating the researcher’s perspective on data (Blommaert 2012). LinguaSnapp’s public

accessibility and use of the familiar Google Maps platform equip it for popular engagement, mirroring the

bottom-up and organic nature of LL. Furthermore, LinguaSnapp has the potential to serve as an instrument

for surveying commercial and marketing trends as well as for policy planning. Soon after the release of

the Manchester version, the resource was listed on Manchester City Council’s online Statistics and Intelli-

gence Hub, indicating that it filled a gap in the need for innovative tools to assess the complexity of urban

superdiversity.

Using a mobile application for LL research also poses some challenges. First, large datasets such as the

LinguaSnapp corpus, with contributions from various users with different levels of experience and training,

require close monitoring. Logistical impediments and ethical questions need to be addressed for an effective

and exhaustive survey of LL, including the very scale of the task, and the need to obtain access and permis-

sion. The research team continuously works to ensure consistency in analysis, completeness of analytical

descriptors, and ethical scrutiny. This is done by ensuring that images of individuals (faces) and car registra-

tion numbers do not find their way into authorised images (by instructing contributors accordingly, and by

refraining to authorise such images in the event that they are uploaded to approval), and asking for permis-

sion before taking pictures indoors (in outlets such as shops or cultural institutions). To date, only a few such

problematic issues have been encountered, however.

Second, through its dependency on discrete units, the digital tool provokes users into reconsidering the

very notion of categories andboundaries. Thenotion of identifying and countingwritten “languages” presup-

poses that these are definable as concrete, enumerable entities. In the individual’smind, linguistic repertoires

do not consist of bounded systems but are highly complex (Matras 2009; see also García and Li Wei 2014 on

translanguaging, Otsuji and Pennycook 2010 on metrolingualism). Multilingual LL are an indication that the
cognitive and social resourcefulness that is behind the deployment of items from the integrated, complex

repertoire of structures can also extend to the highly scripted and seemingly regulated mode of writing. In

the context of the globalised city, the permeability of language boundaries and residents’ holistic apprecia-

tion of their language repertoires find their expression in the LL, as users’ creative compositionsmay result in

ambiguity of language choice (Gaiser andMatras 2016a). The apparent pitfalls of the need to take decisions on

categorisation prove to be an analytical advantage in LinguaSnapp: The digital approach puts a spotlight on

the limitations of categorisations that frame multilingual repertoires as inevitable combinations of discrete

“languages”. LinguaSnapp allows us to identify boundaries and break them down in the analysis. The exten-

sive range of analytic descriptors, the high level of granularity, and the possibility of adding variables help us

to avoid simplification. Allowing formultiple selections flags the possibility ofmultiple categorymembership

and the fuzziness of boundaries.

Finally, it is important to emphasise that the smartphone app is intended as a tool for data collection and

archiving, rather than as a research method. The app and administration site facilitate the collection, coding

and storing images in a systematic manner, and the interactive map can be used to visualise the distribution

and clustering of languages; however, the selection of relevant corpusmaterial and the analysis are obviously

carried out by the researcher and not by the software.

LinguaSnapp’s range of analytical descriptors and the tool’s flexibility can turn these challenges into

advantages. LinguaSnapp has the potential to trigger a re-thinking of the ways we approach LL in research.

Matras et al. (2018) show how LinguaSnapp is a useful tool for qualitative, ethnographically anchored dis-

course analysis of the use of multilingual repertoires, showing that LL analysis is not just about identifying

power relations expressed in the public sphere, but also about new patterns of inter-community interaction

and community formation in linguistically diverse settings.

Among the implications of data collection via the app are thus the ability to correlate linguistic data

(on choice of language and script, and content), with location, message content and purpose, and (some

aspects of) multi-modality, in a systematic way. Theoretically, this has potential implications for a range of

topics. First, the need to deal with signs and language choices as discrete entities instigates a reflection on
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language boundaries and issues such as the representation of language through different scripts, connect-

ing to current discussions on “translanguaging” or “metrolingualism”. Next, the ability to explore links, for

a large scale sample, between co-occurrence of languages and message content (including outlet, arrange-

ment of languages, and so on) opensupnewavenues for a newkindof sociolinguistic domain analysis linking

multilingual repertoires with domain specialisation and language vitality. And finally, the ability to correlate,

drawing on the database, spatial locationwith language co-occurrence (in conjunctionwith the functionality

of language choices, as addressed above) offers opportunities to re-think notions of “language communities”.

5 LinguaSnapp as engagement tool
LinguaSnapp adds a crowd-sourcing element to data collection and facilitates effortless compilation of LL-

corpora that reach across cities, countries and continents and are collected over time. In this way it offers an

effective tool to involve a variety of users in the documentation task and to capture images spontaneously

when the opportunity arises. The app has been employed to collect and archive data for research (Gaiser

and Matras 2016a; Matras et al. 2018) and for student projects as part of University teaching. Students at The

University of Manchester have used LinguaSnapp for comparative studies of LL across neighbourhoods, to

explore LL of businesses and the commodification of language on signs, to study the use of multilingual top-

down signs, and more.⁴ In collaboration with local schools, we have used the app to engage pupils with the

use of online digital tools through the prism of community languages (see Figures 17 and 18).

We are working with local museums to create activities around LL and are using LinguaSnapp to enrich

teaching in weekend schools that teach heritage languages.

Figure 17: Engaging pupils with LinguaSnapp.

4 For student research using LinguaSnapp see http://mlm.humanities.manchester.ac.uk/reports/linguistic-landscapes/.
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Figure 18: Engaging pupils with the LinguaSnapp online database.

Use of the tool is, of course, not limited to Manchester. The analytical descriptors allow comparison of

LL worldwide, comparing corpora in respect of, for example, sector-based, language-based, or design-based

trends, and thus to assess local patterns from a genuinely global perspective. Since its launch in Manch-

ester, the application has been adopted and localised by universities in other countries, the first such digital

export of the University of Manchester’s Humanities Faculty and a model for research, teaching and public

engagement in multilingual cities. Versions of LinguaSnapp have been replicated for Jerusalem, Melbourne,

St Petersburg and Hamburg, where the tool has been used for research and university teaching.⁵

,

⁶We are cur-

rently in negotiations on expanding LinguaSnapp to further cities worldwide. Internationalisation through

shared technological innovation can serve as a binding link among cities and researchers.

As a worldwide network of LinguaSnapp researchers and students emerges, the team is working together

to develop new features for the application. Under discussion is the development of an API to allow eas-

ier immediate access and editing of all corpora; adding “soundscapes” and video material and to feature

user interviews related to individual signs; a feature to display historical layering of LL; and integrated

combinations with other datasets, such as Multilingual Manchester’s data mapping tool.

LinguaSnapp is an example of the ways in which links can be forged between higher education teach-

ing and learning, policy, and public engagement. It serves to raise awareness of language diversity not just

through the symbolic act of collecting images, but by offering users an opportunity, and indeed prompt-

ing them, to reflect on the purpose and function of multilingual signage and thereby on the way in which

language diversity shapes the city’s infrastructure, trade, communications, culture and skills. It offers new

directions toward an integrated strategy of university public engagement with external stakeholders and

fostering internationalisation by linking universities and cities worldwide.

5 For an example of using LinguaSnapp for university teaching see https://lecture2go.uni-hamburg.de/l2go/-/get/v/24337.

6 See Baranova and Federova (2020) for an example of research based on LinguaSnapp St. Petersburg.
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